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1. Introduction
It is a well-known matter of fact that complex numbers, which are too closely
approximated by algebraic numbers, must be transcendental. Using this principle
one can prove the transcendence of numbers defined by sufficiently well converg-
ing limit processes, say by certain infinite series or continued fractions.
A special question of this kind is the following one. Given a gap power series
with non-zero algebraic coefficients and with positive radius of convergence.
Under what conditions on the gaps and the coefficients is it true, that the power
series takes on transcendental values at all non-zero algebraic points of its circle
of convergence? Over some decades several authors treated this problem, but
only in 1973 Cijsouw and Tijdeman [8] proved the following very general and sat-
isfactory result in this direction.
Let (ek)fe0 denote a strictly increasing sequence of non-negative integers, and let
(ak)feo denote a sequence of non-zero algebraic numbers. Suppose that the power
series Σ #*#'* has radius of convergence R>Q and defines the function f(z) in \z\<
*^ ° _ _
R. Put Sk:=[Q(aϋ, -, ak): Q], 4,:=max(l, Kl, '", l«*l), M*:=lcm(den α0,
• , den α*) and suppose that
(1)
as k—> oo . Then for every algebraic a with 0< | a \ <R the number f(ά) is transcen-
dental.
Here | β \ denotes the maximum of the absolute values of all conjugates of an
algebraic number /3, whereas den β denotes the denominator of β, i.e. the least
rational integer b>0 such that bβ is an (algebraic) integer.
On the one hand, as noticed above, the theorem of Cijsouw and Tijdeman
completed the development of the transcendence results concerning gap power
series with algebraic coefficients. On the other hand this theorem suggested the
question, if one could even show the algebraic independence of /(#ι), •••>/(#/)
for distinct non-zero algebraic al9 •••, at from the circle of convergence.
First partial results in this direction were found by Adams [1] and by his pu-
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pil Pass [17]. Whereas both applied rather weak criteria for algebraic independ-
ence, Wylegala and the present author [6] succeeded shortly later to prove almost
the full t-dimensional generalization of the Cijsouw-Tijdeman-Theorem:
Suppose that the hypotheses of the Cijsouw-Tijdeman-Theorem are satisfied. If
<χly •••, cίt are non-zero algebraic numbers of distinct absolute values less than R> then
/(#ι)> " >/(orf) are algebraically independent.
One application of this result concerns the Liouville function Λ defined in
|* |<lby
(2) Λ(*): = Σ#*!.
If ofj, •••, at are non-zero algebraic numbers of distinct absolute values less than
1, then Λ(α1), •••, Λ(αr,) are algebraically independent. (It should be remarked
historically that Λ( - J was one of the first real numbers, whose transcendence
has been shown by Liouville in 1844 on the basis of his well-known approxima-
tion theorem.)
In [6] the proof of our result was based on a criterion for algebraic inde-
pendence by Durand [9], who used the theorem on implicit functions in the
complex domain, and his proof was technically not simple at all. Later other
authors used our procedure to apply Durand's criterion to get results on alge-
braic independence, e.g. Cijsouw [7] and Zhu [20]. It is the main aim of this
paper to present a new criterion for algebraic independence of complex numbers
(in §2) and to give some applications (in §3). The proof of this criterion is
much simpler than Durand's and generalizes an idea of Flicker [11]. In our
context this idea was first applied by Shiokawa [18], later by Adams [2], Amou
[3], Laohakosol and Ubolsri [13], Zhu [21], [22].
2. The criterion
Let 3(/3) denote the degree of an algebraic number β, and H(β) the height
of β, i.e. the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients in the minimal
polynomial of β over Z. Finally denote by s(β): = d(β)+logH(β) the size of
an algebraic number β. With these notations we can formulate the following
Criterion for algebraic independence. Let βlt •••,/?/ be given complex
numbers, and let g: N-+R+ satisfy g(ri)->o° as n—>oo. Suppose that for each
τe{l, ••-,£} there exist an infinite set N^N and r sequences (βln)neNτ, •• ,(βτn)n<=Nτ
of algebraic numbers such that for each n€ΞN
τ
 the inequalities
(3) g(n) Σ \β*-β~\<\β*-βm\ <exp(-£(rc) [Q(β
ίn
, -, β
rn
): Q]
σ=1
hold. Then βl9 •••, βt are algebraically independent.
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The proof of this criterion depends heavily on the subsequent lemma due to
Fd'dman [10].
Liouville-type estimate. If βl9 •••, βt are algebraic numbers with D: =
[β(A, -> A): Q]> and ifP€=Z[Xl9 -, Xt] satisfies P(βly -, &)ΦO, then the fol-
lowing inequality holds
(4) \P(βl9 -, βt)\>L(Pγ-D Π (H(βr) (l+Q(βr)))-W>**r> .T = l
Here d
r
(P) denotes the degree of P with respect to X
r
, and L(P), the length
of P, denotes the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of P.
For distinct algebraic numbers α, β we deduce immediately from (4)
\a-β\
^ '
with some £(tf)>0. The notation in the second line suggests α to be con-
sidered fixed. An obvious consequence of (5) is the
Criterion for transcendence. Let β be a given complex number, and let
g: N-+R+ satisfy g(ri)-*o° as w->oo. Suppose that there exists a sequence (β
n
)
n
<=N
of algebraic numbers with
(6) 0<\β-β.\£exp(-g(n)s(β
n
))
for each n^N. Then β is transcendental.
From this criterion the reader can easily deduce the above-mentioned result of
Cijsouw and Tijdeman.
Proof of the algebraic independence criterion (by induction on T). For
T— 1 inequalities (3) reduce just to inequalities (6) such that the transcendence
criterion yields the assertion in this case.
Let now τEϊ{2, ••-, t} and suppose βly •• ,y8τ_1 to be algebraically inde-
pendent. Assume that βly •••,/??. are algebraically dependent, and let further
Q(ΞZ[X19 — , Xτ]\{0} be of minimal total degree with Q(βl9 —,&.)=(). By
Taylor expansion we get
(7) Q(Xl,'",Xr)= Σ c(Vl, ",Vr)(Xί-β^' (X,-βrγr.
v1+».+vτ^ι
If c(Q, •••, 0, l)=-QQ-(βl9 — ,£τ)=0, then -?2- must be the zero polynomial,dX
r
 dXT
since otherwise this polynomial would have a total degree less than that of Q.
But then Q is independent on X
τ
 and thus βly •••, βτ^ would be algebraically
dependent. Therefore we have c(0, •••, 0, 1)ΦO. Using (3) and (7) we find for
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(8) Q(βlny ..-, βτn) = c(Q, -, 0, 1) (βrn-βr
and thus
(9)
for all large n^N
r
. Because of (9) the Liouville-type estimate can be applied
to \Q(β
w
 -,βrn)\ which yields
(10)
for the same n as in (9). Here D
n
 denotes [Q(βln, •••, βrn): Q], and c(Q)>0 is
a constant depending only on Q. On the other hand, by (8) and the right-hand
side of (3), we get
(11) \Q(β
u
, -,
for all large n^N
r
. But (10) and (11) are contradictory for we N
r
 large enough,
and thus the proof is complete.
3. Some applications to gap power series
As a first application of our algebraic independence criterion we present a
generalization of Zhu's results from [20], which reduces, for m= 1, to our above-
mentioned theorem with Wylegala from [6].
Theorem 1. For μ=\> ίmlet (eμk)k^0 denote a strictly increasing sequence
of non-negative integer sy and (aμk)k^Q a sequence of non-zero algebraic numbers.
Suppose that the power series *Σ <*v k %eμ>k has radius of convergence Jf?μ>0 and defines
*^ o
/μ(*) in |*| <£μ, for μ=\,m. Define Sk: = [Q(a10, -, alk, •-, amQ, •••, amk):
Q], ^4A:=max(l, |^10|, •••, |βwA |), MΛ:=lcm(den «10, •••, den amk) and suppose
that for &->oo
(12) eμ.+ltk = o(e^k) (μ = 1, ••-, m— 1)
(13) Sk(elk+log Ak Mk) = o(em.M) .
If , for μ=l, ,m, the non-zero algebraic numbers α^, ••-, αμ/μ have distinct
absolute values less than Rμ., then the numbers /i(α
n
), •• ,/ι(cιrlίl), •• ,/»,(cίΛ,ι), •••,
f
m
(a
mtm) are algebraically independent.
For the proof we need the following lemma on algebraic numbers.
Lemma. Let β be an algebraic number. Then
(14) H (/3)<(2(den β) max(l, \β\ ))«»
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and, Z//3ΦO,
(15) |/8|^((den/8)max(l,L8|))-«».
Inequality (14) is Lemma 1 from [8], and (15) can be found in [19], p. 6.
Proof of Theorem 1. First of all we assert for each complex number z
(16) //*(*)— Σ3 flμ* zgμ>k
k<n
as tt->oo. Namely we have by (15) and the definition of the Sk, Ak, Mk in
Theorem 1
(17) \
aiίn\^(AnMΛγs> .
Further, supposing 8 e R+ such that | z \ ( - +8) < 1 holds, we have from Cauchy-
Hadamard's formula μ
i Σ <**»} < Σ
where c1GR+ depends only on #, JRμ and 8. In virtue of the conditions (12),
(13) of Theorem 1 the asymptotic equality (16) follows from (17) and (18).
Now, for μ=l, •••, m\ r— 1, •••, tμ,, let us define
*<»
Our next aim is to compare the numbers Λμτ(ri). To do this we may suppose
w.l.o.g.
(19)
for each μe {1, •••, m}. For each fixed μ with tμ>2 we see from (16) and (19)
(20) A^(«)/A^r(n)-»oo as w->oo
for !<<r<τ</μ. If μ>2 we compare ΔμT(ri) with all numbers Δvσ(w) having
. Replacing n by w— 1 in (18) we find
(21)
for each n large enough. On the other hand using (16) and the Cauchy-Hada-
mard formula, we get
(22) ΔΛΌ
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for infinitely many n. In (21) and (22) £eΛ+ is supposed to satisfy the condi-
tions I a
 V σ |( -- |-£)<1>£< - Because of eμn=o(evn), see (12), we find from
Jtf V Rμ,
(21) and (22)
(23) Δ^(«)/ΔVff(«)-oo
as τz-»oo over a certain infinite set depending only on μ, T. Now we identify the
&, — , βt in our criterion with the/^), — ,/ι(αWl), — ,/«(α«ι), —,fm(<xmtm) and
the approximating algebraic numbers /31Λ, •••, /3,w with the corresponding partial
sums Σ #1* αίι> ••', Σ a
mk a
e$
m
. Given μ, r with //,e {1, •••, w}, τ<Ξ {1, •••, ίμ}
*<» k<n
we know from (20) and (23) that there exists an infinite subset, say Nμτ, of N,
such that the left-hand inequality in (3) is satisfied for each n^Nμτ, if g is cho-
sen appropriately.
To ensure the validity of the right-hand inequality in (3) we deduce from (18)
firstly
(24) Aμτ(n)<c3 | ^ r | -
for each n^N large enough, with some positive constants c3, c4 which are in-
dependent on n. Secondly we get from (14) for each n
(25)
where c5>Q is again independent on n. Using both hypotheses (12), (13) of
Theorem 1 we see from (24) and (25) that the right-hand inequality in (3) is
also satisfied, maybe with a "smaller" g, even for all n^N large enough. Of
course, g could be given explicitly. Thus Theorem 1 is proved.
Another problem, often treated in the literature, is also touched by Theorem
1, namely to construct systems of continuum-many algebraically independent real
or complex numbers. The first such system was found by von Neumann [14].
Corollary 1 below gives another such system; its special case a— — is due to
Kneser [12]. 2
Corollary 1. For each algebraic number a vΰίth 0<|ct|<l the set
{ Σ aίkk+λl: X real, 0<X<1}
A^l
is algebraically independent.
Proof. Let λi, •• ,λ
ιn
 be m distinct real numbers from the interval [0,1[
and suppose w.l.o.g.
(26) 0<λ
ΛI< <λ1<l .
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Defining eμ.k\ = [kk+λp] we see immediately from (26) that condition (12) in The-
orem 1 is satisfied. Since we have to take all aμk equal to 1, condition (13) of
Theorem 1 reduces to elk=o(emtk+l), which holds by l+XIM>λ1, compare (26).
Our criterion in §2 contains also the first two theorems from [3] as well as
their corollaries. Here we derive only his first result.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1, apart from (12),
are satisfied and that condition (13) is replaced by
(13') ^(max ^+log Ak Mk) = o(min eμ.fk+ι) .
Let (Xu " >(X
m
 be algebraic numbers satisfying 0< \a.μ.\ <Rμ. for μ=l, •••, m, and
suppose additionally
(27)
 aμ* off* =
as Λ-»oo. Thenf^oCi), " >/»ι(tf») are algebraically independent.
Proof. For r= 1, •••, m put β
r
: =/
τ
(α
τ
), /3
τn
: = Σ a
τk a
ejk. From (16) we
get
(28) \βr-βrn\
as w^^oo, for τ=l, •••, m. Therefore, if τ>2,
and here the right-hand side is o(\a
rn
\ \a
r
\ern) as w->oo, by (27). This estimate,
combined with (28), shows that the left-hand inequality in (3) is satisfied for some
appropriate function £. Using (14) again we see
-, βmY Q] Σ <^e 5.-ι (max .^,-χ
σ=1
 9(^« ) σ^τ
which is o(min eμn) as n^^oo, by (13'). On the other hand we have from (28)
\β
r
— βrnl <exρ (— c7 eτn)<exp (—c7 mm βμ*)
as n-^oo, with some constant c7>0. Thus the right-hand inequality in (3) is also
true, maybe with some "smaller' ' g, and Theorem 2 is proved.
From Theorem 2 we deduce Cijsouw's main result in [7], which again generalizes
our result from [6].
Corollary 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of the Cijsouw-Tijdeman-Theorem
are satisfied. If a.^ •••, (Xt are non-zero algebraic numbers of distinct absolute values
less than R, and if Us any non-negative integer, then the numbers /(λ)(α
τ
) (τ=l, •••,
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t\ λ=0, •••,/) are algebraically independent.
Proof. We identify the (/+!)* functions f19 •••,/(/+!)* of Theorem 2 with t
successive blocks/,/', •••/(/) of /+! functions. From the gap condition (1) of
the Cijsouw-Tijdeman-Theorem and from
= Σ ek ..... (*,-
condition (13') of Theorem 2 is easily deduced. The α ,^ •••,«/ from Corollary
2 are supposed to satisfy w.l.o.g.
(29) 0<|α1|<-<|α ί|<Λ,
and the α's from Theorem 2 are chosen to be a
λ
, •••, a
ί9 •-, α*, •••, #/ where
each of the £ blocks consists of /+! equal numbers a
r
. Condition (27) of
Theorem 2 is also satisfied because of
•(**—λ)αj* λ *
if 0<X</, and because of
ΐ*.!' _ gfe (
— λ
as
as k-*oo
for τ=2, •••, ty compare (29). Thus Corollary 2 is proved.
REMARK 1. The Liouville function Λ from (2) shows that, at least in gen-
eral, the hypothesis on the distinctness of the absolute values of the α's in the
above theorems and corollaries cannot be weakened to the distinctness of the α's
themselves. Namely, if t>2 and some quotient
unity, then the numbers
with σφr is a root of
(30) ( τ = l , - , f ; λ
are easily seen to be algebraically dependent. On the other hand Nishioka [15]
showed that the numbers (30) are indeed algebraically independent for non-zero
algebraic aly •••, at, less than 1 in absolute value, if no quotient — — with σφr is
a root of unity. τ
Using the same method, Nishioka [16] could describe precisely the conditions
on the distinct non-zero algebraic numbers aly •••, at of absolute value less than
R, which guarantee the algebraic independence of the numbers /(α^, •••,/(#,) in
our theorem with Wylegala [6] mentioned in §1. In her paper she had only
to suppose additionally that all power series coefficients #0, aly ••• o f / belong
to a fixed algebraic number field.
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REMARK 2. From our algebraic independence criterion in §2 one can
easily deduce the main result of Adams [2], i.e. his Theorem 4. He used this
result to generalize theorems of the present author [4], [5], resp. of Laohakosol
and Ubolsri [13] concerning algebraic independence of certain continued frac-
tions.
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